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Effects of Vitamin-B Complex
Supplementation on Periodontal Wound
Healing
Rodrigo F. Neiva,* Khalaf Al-Shammari,† Francisco H. Nociti Jr.,‡ Stephen Soehren,*
and Hom-Lay Wang*

Background: Reports have demonstrated that nutrient supplements, in particular vitamin-B complex (Vit-B), can positively influence wound healing processes. However, limited information is
available on the effects of Vit-B on periodontal wound healing.
Methods: A total of 30 patients (13 males, 17 females) presenting with generalized moderate to severe chronic periodontitis were
enrolled in this study. All subjects presented ≥ two teeth in the same
sextant with probing depth (PD) ≥5 mm and bleeding upon probing
(BOP) in need of access flap surgery (AFS). This study was a randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled clinical trial. Subjects
were instructed to take one capsule a day of either Vit-B (50 mg of
the following: thiamine HCl, riboflavin, niacinamide, d-calcium pantothenate, and pyridoxine HCl; 50 µg each of d-biotin and cyanocobalamin; and 400 mcg of folate) or placebo for 30 days following AFS.
Clinical attachment levels (CAL) and N-benzoyl-dl-arginine-2naphthylamide (BANA) test scores were measured at baseline and at
90 and 180 days following surgical intervention. Assessments of the
healing response were also performed using BOP, gingival index (GI),
and plaque index (Pl) at baseline and 7, 14, 30, 90, and 180 days. The
mean results of each parameter were averaged within a group. Differences between groups were analyzed by using repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Results: Both groups experienced comparable levels of PD reduction following AFS (test: −1.57 ± 0.34; control: −1.50 ± 0.21). Changes
in mean CAL were more favorable in Vit-B supplemented subjects
(test: +0.41 ± 0.12; control: −0.52 ± 0.23; P = 0.024). Stratified data
demonstrated significantly better results for the test group in both shallow (test: −0.08 ± 0.03; control: −1.11 ± 0.27; P = 0.032) and deep
sites (test: +1.69 ± 0.31; control: +0.74 ± 0.23; P = 0.037). No
significant differences were observed between groups regarding PI,
GI, and BOP. BANA test values were significantly reduced in both
groups after surgical treatment and no significant differences were
noted between groups.
Conclusion: Vitamin B-complex supplement in combination with
AFS resulted in statistically significant superior CAL gains when
compared to placebo. J Periodontol 2005;76:1084-1091.
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T

reatment modalities available in
periodontics can be broadly
classified into either surgical or
non-surgical approaches. Response to
both treatment modalities varies and
a number of factors have been suggested to play a role in the healing
response after periodontal therapy.1
Periodontal research has attempted to
understand and modify the factors that
interfere with or slow down periodontal wound repair or regeneration.2-5
The effects of complete daily nutrition
on the periodontal wound healing
process have not been extensively
studied. This field has gained increased
attention in recent years especially in
the medical literature.6-13 The current
understanding of the effect of nutrition
on periodontal disease and periodontal healing is mainly composed of
hypotheses of the positive effects that
either a well-balanced nutrition or supplementation of nutrients could affect
the outcome of periodontal therapy.14
Deficiencies of specific nutrients are
fairly well known, but only a few studies observed the effects of nutrient supplementation in treated patients.
Positive results have been shown in
some studies, encouraging further
research in this field.15,16
Among all nutrients necessary for
normal physiological functions, the
vitamin-B complex may be important for
periodontal wound healing.17 Thiamin,
niacin, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine, folic acid, cyanocobalamin, and
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biotin together form the water-soluble vitamin-B complex. Thiamin, also known as vitamin B1, is required for
the normal function of muscles and nerves because it
converts glucose to energy.18 Niacin, known as vitamin
B3, plays a role mainly in helping enzymes to function
properly.19 Riboflavin, also known as vitamin B2, has been
proven to be essential to normal growth, muscle development, and hair coat.20 Pantothenic acid enables the
body to create usable energy from carbohydrates, fats,
and proteins.21 Vitamin B6 is used by the body in the
utilization of amino acids.22 Folic acid and vitamin B12
(also called cyanocobalamin) are two closely related B
complex vitamins that are necessary for the bone marrow to produce red blood cells, and a deficiency of either
can lead to advanced anemia.23 Biotin is one of the most
discussed of all vitamins, primarily because of its role in
collagen synthesis. It is generally necessary for growth,
digestion, and muscle function.24 The vitamin-B complex group has also been reported to positively influence
other wound healing processes.25,26
This study aimed to further explore this field of
research by examining the effects of vitamin-B complex supplementation following periodontal access flap
surgery (AFS) on periodontal clinical and microbial
parameters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
A total of 30 patients with generalized moderate to
advanced chronic periodontitis and in need of at least
one quadrant of periodontal surgery were enrolled in
this study from the patient population at the University
of Michigan, School of Dentistry. All patients had to present with two or more teeth in one quadrant with probing depth (PD) ≥5 mm with bleeding on probing (BOP)
and were scheduled for access flap surgery by the
examiner. A total of 1,044 tooth sites (504 test; 540
control) were treated. All patients must have completed
initial periodontal therapy (scaling and root planing
[SRP]) prior to inclusion in the study and demonstrated
adequate oral hygiene levels (plaque score ≤20%). Half
of these subjects (seven males, eight females; 10 smokers) were randomized to the test group (vitamin-B
complex), and the other half (six men, nine women;
seven smokers) to the control group (placebo). The mean
age observed in the test group was 46.2 years (range,
39 to 62) and 47.9 years (range, 38 to 65) in the control group (Tables 1 and 2).
Study Design
The use of human subjects in this study was revised
and approved by the Health Sciences Institutional
Review Board of the University of Michigan. This study
was a randomized, double-masked, vehicle-controlled
clinical trial. Randomization was performed by placing
15 red (controls) and 15 green (test) marbles in a bag,

Table 1.

Demographics
Test

Control

7/8

6/9

Mean age, years (range)

46.2 (38-65)

47.9 (39-62)

Smokers/non-smokers

10/5

7/8

Males/females

Table 2.

Distribution of Sites
Tooth Type

PD Category

Group

SingleRooted

MultiRooted

Shallow

Moderate

Deep

Total

Placebo

396

144

163

231

146

540

Vit-B

288

216

129

249

126

504

from which the patient selected one. Vitamin-B complex
supplement capsules, consisting of 50 mg of the following: B1 (thiamine HCl), B2 (riboflavin), B3 (niacinamide), B5 (d-calcium pantothenate), B6 (pyridoxine
HCl); 50 mcg (µg) each of B7 (d-biotin) and B12
(cyanocobalamin); 400 mcg of vitamin BC (folic acid),
was given to the test group while placebo capsules were
administered to controls. Two calibrated dental examiners recorded all measurements. The dental examiners
remained masked to the study treatments of all patients
throughout the study period. Calibration trials were
performed prior and during the study to ensure repeatable intra- and interexaminer reliability. Mean prestudy
reproducibility of measurements detected was 88.4%
and mean intrastudy reproducibility reached 92.3%. All
patients received AFS performed in the study quadrant
by the same surgeon (RN). Patients were given a bottle containing 50 test (vitamin B-complex) or control
(placebo) capsules immediately after surgery and
instructed to take one capsule each morning until
the 30-day postoperative appointment. Postoperative
analgesia was provided through the prescription of
acetaminophen/hydrocodone analgesics. Non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory analgesics were not used to avoid
potential anti-inflammatory effects which might influence the healing outcome measures. Postoperative
appointments were performed at 7, 14, and 30 days
after surgery.
Oral Hygiene and Supportive Treatment
Patients were instructed to avoid using mechanical
plaque control on the surgical site for the first 7 days
after surgery and to resume brushing at 7 days, but to
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avoid proximity with the gingival margin. At 14 days, patients resumed normal brushing.
Interdental cleaning aids were
resumed 30 days after surgery.
Periodontal maintenance appointments which included a
review of medical and dental
histories, supra- and subgingival instrumentation, and oral
hygiene instructions and motivation were performed at both
90 and 180 days.

Table 3.

PI, GI, and BOP Mean Values
Parameter Group

Baseline

7 Days

14 Days

30 Days

90 Days

180 Days

PI

Vit-B
0.97 ± 0.32 2.20 ± 0.22 1.67 ± 0.14 0.77 ± 0.24 0.38 ± 0.10 0.37 ± 0.14
Placebo 0.84 ± 0.30 2.23 ± 0.14 1.75 ± 0.14 0.87 ± 0.29 0.45 ± 0.22 0.50 ± 0.18

GI

Vit-B
1.25 ± 0.32 1.56 ± 0.15 1.38 ± 0.24 0.58 ± 0.22 0.34 ± 0.15 0.29 ± 0.10
Placebo 1.28 ± 0.22 1.68 ± 0.16 1.45 ± 0.11 0.66 ± 0.22 0.34 ± 0.14 0.39 ± 0.26

BOP

Vit-B
Placebo

53 ± 13%
52 ± 10%

Outcome Measures
The clinical parameters evaluated in this study included
CAL, measured from the cemento-enamel junction or
a fixed reference point to the depth of the periodontal
pocket; PD, measured from the gingival margin to the
probeable base of the periodontal pocket; and BOP,
recorded at each site as present or absent. In addition,
the gingival index (GI) and plaque index (PI) scores
were evaluated.27 CAL was used to estimate the actual
gains of periodontal attachment levels.28,29 GI was
used to record the degree of soft tissue inflammation
during soft tissue healing. PI was used to monitor
improvements on patient’s performed oral hygiene and
GI.27 All measurements were performed using a University of North Carolina probe at six sites per tooth.
Only teeth receiving surgery were measured. Clinical
parameters were evaluated at baseline and at 90 and
180 days following surgical care by two masked and
calibrated examiners. GI and PI scores were also evaluated at 7, 14, and 30 days.
Microbial Assessment
The influence of vitamin B-complex supplementation
during healing and tissue maturation was evaluated
through microbiological assessments (BANA)§ at baseline and 90 and 180 days. The three sites showing
higher PD values (≥5 mm) in the quadrant were
selected for sampling. The same sites were reassessed
at 90 and 180 days. After interpretation of the results,
negative (0), weak positive (1), and strong positive
(2) scores were given to each site.30,31
Compliance
Compliance with either test or control capsules was
evaluated by asking each subject to return the bottle
containing the capsules at the 30-day appointment. The
number of remaining capsules was subtracted from the
original 50 supplied to determine how many were taken.
Statistical Analyzes
The data were analyzed on a per subject basis. Mean
values for clinical parameters (PD, CAL, BOP, GI, PI)
1086
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57 ± 13%
75 ± 25%

41 ± 19%
61 ± 27%

23 ± 14%
29 ± 14%

16 ± 6%
19 ± 8%

13 ± 6%
25 ± 11%

and BANA test results were calculated for each subject and each site at all time points and averaged within
a subject and then across subjects for the two groups.
Differences between groups were sought using the
repeated measures ANOVA. In addition, the data were
aggregated based on baseline probing depth into three
categories: 1) shallow, sites from 1 to 3 mm; 2) moderate, sites from 4 to 6 mm; and 3) deep, sites ≥6 mm.
Mean values of PD and CAL were calculated for each
category at all time points and averaged within each
category and then across categories in the two groups.
Differences between groups were analyzed using the
repeated measures ANOVA.
RESULTS
Compliance
Compliance with either test or control capsules was
evaluated using remaining capsule count. A high compliance rate was observed in both groups. The mean
capsule intake in the test group was 30.3 capsules
(range: 26 to 35) and 30.7 capsules (range: 28 to 33)
in the control group. The compliance in the control
group was 93.5% and 90.8% in the test group.
Plaque Index
Both groups began the study with comparable mean
Pl values. A significant increase in the Pl values was
observed at 7 days and 14 days after surgery. At
30 days, both groups demonstrated values comparable to baseline values. The greatest reduction was
observed for both groups at 90 days, with a slight but
insignificant increase observed at 180 days. No statistically significant differences in Pl were observed
between groups at any time points (Table 3).
Gingival Index
Both groups began the study with similar mean GI values. A significant increase in the GI values was observed
at 7 days, returning to values comparable to baseline
at 14 days. At 30 days, both groups demonstrated a
§ BANA Test, BANAMet LLC, Ann Arbor, MI.
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marked decrease, which continued to be observed at 90 days. At 180 days, the test group
demonstrated a continued decrease of values, while the control group showed a slight
rebound. However, no statistically significant
differences were observed between groups at
any time (Table 3).

Table 4.

PD and CAL (mm) Mean Values
Parameter

Group

Baseline

90 Days

180 Days

Change

PD

Vit-B
Placebo

3.98 ± 0.57
4.32 ± 0.56

2.47 ± 0.16
2.50 ± 0.30

2.41 ± 0.23
2.82 ± 0.35

−1.57 ± 0.34
−1.50 ± 0.21

CAL

Vit-B
Placebo

4.03 ± 0.94
4.07 ± 1.14

3.86 ± 0.80
4.33 ± 1.22

3.62 ± 0.82
4.59 ± 1.39

+0.41 ± 0.12
−0.52 ± 0.23

Bleeding on Probing
Similar percentages of bleeding sites were
observed at baseline. Since probing was not
performed at 7, 14, and 30 days, BOP scores
were determined by stimulation of the gingival sulcus with a periodontal probe. A statistically significant increase was observed at 7 days for the control
group, but not for the test group. The differences
observed at 14 days post-surgery were also statistically significant. At both 30 and 90 days, both groups
demonstrated a marked decrease in the percentage of
bleeding sites with no statistically significant differences
observed between groups. At 180 days, the test group
demonstrated a continued decrease in percentage of
bleeding sites, while the control group demonstrated a
rebound in the number of bleeding sites. The differences observed at 180 days achieved statistical significance (P = 0.005) (Table 3).
Probing Depth and Clinical Attachment Level
Both groups initiated the study with similar mean PD
values. These mean values were markedly decreased
after periodontal surgical therapy at both 90 and 180
days. However, no statistically significant difference
was observed between groups (Table 4). When data
were analyzed based on smoking status, non-smokers
showed lower PD reduction in the control group (2.7 ±
0.39 mm versus 3.1 ± 1.06 mm). However, no significant differences were noted between smokers and
non-smokers in vitamin B-complex supplemented subjects (2.47 ± 0.34 mm versus 2.52 ± 0.25 mm).
Both groups also began the study with similar mean
CAL values. The mean values appeared to slowly and
constantly decrease after periodontal surgical therapy
in the test group, while an increase was observed in the
control group. A statistically significant difference was
observed between test and control groups at 90 and
180 days. When the baseline mean CAL was compared
with 180 day mean CAL, the control group showed a
mean loss of CAL of 0.52 ± 0.23 mm, while the test
group demonstrated a mean gain of 0.41 ± 0.12 mm.
This difference between groups reached statistical significance (Table 4). Smoking status did not seem to
affect CAL changes since both groups showed similar
CAL changes for smokers and non-smokers (control:
smokers 4.62 ± 0.45 mm, non-smokers 4.69 ± 0.23 mm;
test: smokers 3.69 ± 0.22 mm, non-smokers 3.67 ±
0.34 mm). Data were further categorized according to

Table 5.

PD Changes Based on Stratified
Baseline PD
Site Depth

Baseline

90 Days

Shallow (1-3 mm)
Control 2.65 ± 0.47 2.16 ± 0.47
Test
2.67 ± 0.38 2.23 ± 0.38

180 Days

Change

3.69 ± 0.33*† +1.02 ± 0.17*†
2.58 ± 0.42* −0.09 ± 0.02*

Moderate (4-6 mm)
Control 5.09 ± 0.78 2.84 ± 0.56† 3.01 ± 0.67*† −2.08 + 0.22†
Test
4.94 ± 0.63 2.71 ± 0.49† 2.61 ± 0.59*† −2.33 + 0.10†
Deep (≥6 mm)
Control 7.46 ± 1.24 3.17 ± 0.85† 3.69 ± 1.03*† −3.77 ± 0.52*†
Test
7.42 ± 1.32 2.89 ± 0.98† 2.58 ± 0.83*† −4.53 ± 0.31*†
* Statistical significance between groups.
† Statistical significance between baseline and observed time points.

baseline PD measurements into: shallow sites (1 to
3 mm) that showed a mean PD of 2.65 ± 0.47 mm for
the control group and 2.67 ± 0.38 mm for the test group;
moderate sites (4 to 6 mm) that showed a mean baseline PD of 5.09 ± 0.78 mm for the control group and
4.94 ± 0.63 mm for the test group; and deep sites
(≥6 mm) that showed a mean PD of 7.46 ± 1.24 mm
for the control group and 7.42 ± 1.32 for the test group.
At 90 days, a significant decrease in these values was
observed for both groups. Overall, the mean PD changes
for the control and test groups were: 1) shallow sites:
+1.02 ± 0.17 mm versus −0.09 ± 0.02 mm; 2) moderate
sites: −2.08 ± 0.22 mm versus −2.33 ± 0.10 mm; and
3) deep sites: −3.77 ± 0.52 mm versus −4.53 ± 0.31 mm.
Statistical significance was observed between groups
when mean PD reduction of shallow and deep sites was
compared (Table 5). At 90 days, a significant decrease
in these values was observed in both test and control
groups in moderate and deep sites, while a slight increase
was observed in shallow sites. This significant decrease
in mean CAL values was also observed at 180 days.
Different levels of CAL gains were observed when the
data was stratified based upon baseline PD (Table 6).
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Table 6.

CAL Changes Based on Stratified
Baseline PD
Site Depth

Baseline

90 Days

180 Days

Changes

Shallow (1-3 mm)
Control 2.77 ± 0.23 3.19 ± 0.14
Test
2.95 ± 0.12 3.15 ± 0.24

3.88 ± 0.37*† −1.11 ± 0.27*†
3.03 ± 0.25* −0.08 ± 0.03*

Moderate (4-6 mm)
Control 4.60 ± 0.53 4.59 ± 0.26
Test
4.86 ± 0.38 4.38 ± 0.32

4.83 ± 0.76† +0.24 ± 0.22
4.07 ± 0.68† +0.79 ± 0.11

Deep (≥6 mm)
Control 6.94 ± 1.03 6.14 ± 0.92*† 6.20 ± 1.22*† +0.74 ± 0.23*
Test
6.58 ± 0.98 5.68 ± 0.88*† 4.89 ± 0.57*† +1.69 ± 0.31*†
* Statistical significance between groups.
† Statistical significance between baseline and observed time points.

BANA Test
Both groups demonstrated a significant reduction of
positive tests (control: 1.22 ± 0.09; test: 1.23 ± 0.04)
after surgical therapy, which was observed at both 90
days (control: 0.52 ± 0.03; test: 0.49 ± 0.11) and 180
(control: 0.83 ± 0.21; test: 0.44 ± 0.39) days. No statistically significant differences were observed between
groups at any time.
DISCUSSION
Periodontal therapy aims to restore and maintain the
periodontium in a state of health, function, and esthetics.32 Bacterial plaque and its byproducts in a susceptible host are considered to be the primary etiology of
chronic periodontal disease.33 In consequence, periodontal therapy begins with removal or modification of
etiologic agents, such as bacterial plaque and calculus, allowing the periodontal tissues to heal. Response
to treatment modalities varies and a number of factors
have been suggested to play a role in the healing
response after periodontal therapy.1 Longitudinal clinical trials have demonstrated that conventional periodontal surgical procedures can effectively reduce PD
and promote CAL gains, especially when associated
with improved levels of bacterial plaque control and frequent professional maintenance care.34,35
Among all nutrients necessary for normal physiological functions, the vitamin-B complex may be important for periodontal wound healing.17 This randomized
clinical trial was designed to evaluate if the outcomes
of periodontal surgical therapy could be enhanced by
optimization of vitamin-B complex intake during the
critical first 30 days of periodontal wound healing.
Mean PD was significantly reduced after surgical therapy in both groups even though control sites had
shown slightly higher PD values before treatment
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(2.8 versus 2.4 mm). Nonetheless, no statistically significant differences were observed between groups.
This may imply that the effects of vitamin-B complex
supplementation may have been underestimated, possibly due to the resective nature of the surgical procedure applied. However, a positive influence of vitamin-B
complex was observed when the data were analyzed
in relation to smoking status. Research has demonstrated that response to either surgical or non-surgical
periodontal therapy in smokers is compromised, when
compared to non-smokers.36-38 Subjects in the control group confirmed these findings since less PD reduction was observed among these patients. However, no
differences were noted in regard to smoking status in
the test group, demonstrating that vitamin-B complex
supplementation might have compensated for the detrimental effects of smoking during wound healing.
To allow a more accurate and detailed analysis of
these findings, the data were stratified based on baseline PD measurements, since different PD categories
have shown to respond differently to periodontal treatment.35,39-41 In the shallow sites (1 to 3 mm), the control group showed increased PD at 180 days (+1.02 ±
0.17 mm) from baseline values, while test sites
remained unchanged (−0.09 ± 0.02 mm). For moderate
(4 to 6 mm) and deep (≥6 mm) sites, significant PD
reductions were found. The greatest PD reduction was
noted in deep sites. Statistical significance was observed
between groups when PD changes of shallow and deep
sites were compared, showing more favorable outcomes for the vitamin-B complex group. This finding
can be attributed to the optimal levels of biotin (vitamin B7) intake during the first 30 days of the healing
process. Biotin is considered a key element for collagen synthesis, which is an essential part of periodontal wound healing. Additionally, other members of the
vitamin-B complex, such as thiamine, may have also
enhanced wound repair as previously reported.25,42
Furthermore, vitamin B5 has been shown to positively
affect proline formation, a key element for collagen
synthesis, and to promote cellular multiplication during
initial wound healing.26,43 This may have contributed
to earlier cellular multiplication and flap reattachment,
resulting in less granulation tissue formation and shallower PD after surgery. Positive effects have also been
observed in the healing of repositioned flaps with vitamin B3 supplementation,6 suggesting that the vitamin
presumably creates a more stable collagen structure
during wound healing processes.44-46
These findings were also confirmed by CAL changes.
The control group had a mean 0.52 ± 0.23 mm loss of
CAL, while the test group showed a mean gain of 0.41 ±
0.12 mm. When stratified data were examined, shallow sites showed more CAL loss (−1.11 ± 0.27 mm) in
the control group when compared to the test group
(−0.08 ± 0.03 mm). No differences were noted between
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groups in moderate sites. However, in deep PD sites the
vitamin-B complex group showed significantly greater
CAL gains when compared to the control group
(+1.69 ± 0.31 mm versus +0.74 ± 0.23 mm, respectively). These findings are in agreement with previous
reports that have demonstrated CAL gains after surgical treatment of periodontal pockets.35,39-41,47,48
Despite the similar levels of PD reduction noted between groups, CAL values appeared to improve
throughout the study in the test group. It can be
hypothesized that this group experienced less gingival
recession following surgical therapy due to: 1) higher
cellular multiplication; 2) enhanced collagen turnover;
and 3) more resistant wound repair as a result of optimal vitamin B-complex intake.25,26,42,45,49
The significant reduction of Pl at 90 and 180 days
suggests that oral hygiene was significantly improved
after surgical treatment. This improvement is attributed to the combined effects of elimination of retentive areas for bacterial plaque and utilization of
interdental cleaning devices, and is in agreement with
previous reports.50-52 These findings were also positively correlated with GI throughout the study. No statistically significant differences of GI were observed
between groups at any time, indicating that the positive effects of vitamin-B complex supplementation
might have been masked by the nature of the surgical procedure. The significant reductions in GI values
might be attributed to the overall change of the periodontal environment following surgical intervention,
improvements in patient’s self-performed oral hygiene,
and reduced incidence of gingivitis.53-57 The overall
reduction in gingival inflammation was also confirmed
by BOP values, which seemed to closely follow GI values throughout the study. These results suggest that
vitamin B-complex supplementation reduces the clinical signs of inflammation (GI) and the incidence of
BOP, even when comparable levels of plaque control
were observed, and is in agreement with previous
reports.45,58-64
Microbiological assessment (BANA) demonstrated
minimal differences between groups. Both groups
demonstrated a significant reduction of baseline values after surgical therapy, which was observed at both
90 and 180 days. The BANA test focuses on identifying three periodontal pathogens, specifically Treponema
denticola, Bacteroides forsythus, and Porphyromonas
gingivalis.65 In this study, samples were collected from
sites with ≥5 mm PD at baseline with BOP. It is well
understood that shallower periodontal pockets harbor
significantly lower levels of periodontal pathogens than
deeper pockets.66-69 The significant reduction in BANA
test values observed in both groups after periodontal
surgical therapy may be attributed to the significant PD
reduction. Since the deepest sites were selected for
microbial sampling and the same sites sampled at

90 and 180 days, the PD reduction could have caused
the increased rate of negative BANA test values.
All components of the vitamin B-complex are available in a well-balanced diet. Hence, additional intake of
this group of vitamins throughout the study period was
not controlled. While optimal levels of these vitamins
were maintained during the first 30 days in the test
group due to capsule ingestion, subjects in the control
group might have also consumed optimal levels of
these nutrients from their diet. In addition, vitamins are
easily accessible to all patients, which might have
encouraged subjects from both groups to continually
utilize vitamin supplementation. Determination of serum
levels of these vitamins at various times would certainly provide a better understanding of the effects of
vitamin-B complex during periodontal wound healing.
A trend of the positive effects of vitamin-B complex
supplementation on wound healing after periodontal
surgery was observed in this study. Future studies
including larger sample sizes and other forms of periodontal surgical procedures are certainly encouraged
to further explore the effects of optimal nutritional
intake among periodontal patients.
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